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Homomorphisms defined on progenerator modules over a commutative ring are 
studied through the introduction of a relation called homotopy, which is coarser 
than the usual notion of equivalence. The set of homotopy classes of 
homomorphisms forms a commutative monoid with operation induced by tensor 
product. For a given commutative ring, classification of homomorphisms is carried 
out by determining the algebraic structure of the monoid of homotopy classes and 
then giving a representing homomorphism for each class. This classification is 
carried out explicitly for Dedekind domains. ( 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let R denote a commutative ring and let M, N be R progenerators. An R 
homomorphism h: M-+ N is called image split when Image(h) is a faithful 
R-direct summand of N. If h is image split then Image(h) is an 
R-progenerator so ker h is an R direct summand of M. If f: M + N and 
g: P -+ Q are homomorphisms of R-progenerators we say f’ and g are 
homotopic if there are image split homomorphisms h: A -+ B and k: C -+ D 
and R isomorphisms 4, $ making the diagram of R-modules 
commute. Note f and g are equivalent if S = p ‘gy for isomorphisms p, y. 
Thus, equivalent homomorphisms are homotopic, but not conversely. 
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We show that the classes of homomorphisms under homotopy form a 
commutative monoid with 0 denoted M(R). The operation in A(R) is 
induced by @ R. We study homomorphisms on R-progenerators by trying 
to determine the algebraic structure of A(R) and then giving a represen- 
tative for each class in A’(R). 
The first section of this paper is devoted to developing the general 
properties of the covariant functor .&( - ) from the category of com- 
mutative rings to the category of commutative monoids. Specific obser- 
vations in Section 1 include: The monoid A“(R) has no invertible elements 
except 1. If the only idempotents in R are 0 and 1 then the only idem- 
potents in .&e(R) are 0 and 1. The O-class in .X(R) contains exactly the 
O-homomorphisms and the l-class the image split homomorphisms. Each 
class in M(R) contains a representing homomorphism j defined on free 
modules and we sometimes identify f with the matrix determined by f with 
respect to standard bases. 
In Section 2 we assume that R is a Dedekind domain. Employing the 
“Separated Divisor Theorem” of L. Levy [6] and standard facts about 
modules over Dedekind domains we are able to give a complete description 
of .4!(R). Let N [X] be the multiplicative monoid of polynomials with non- 
negative integer coefftcients in variables indexed by the nonzero prime 
ideals P of R. Let PN [X] be the submonoid of N[X] consisting of those 
elements which are products of primitive polynomials from the various 
N[x] together with 0. Then .4!(R)= PN[x]. We also give a representing 
matrix for each homotopy class in J&(R) which is “almost diagonal.” In 
contrast, L. Levy points out in [6] that for each positive integer n there is 
a Dedekind domain R and an n x n matrix over R which is indecomposable 
under equivalence. As a consequence of our results, for a Dedekind domain 
R we show that each homotopy class is represented by a diagonal matrix if 
and only if R is a Principal Ideal Domain. It also follows that when R is a 
Dedekind domain, .4!*(R) (the monoid of nonzero elements in .4’(R)) is 
cancellative. For any commutative ring R, A!(R) is finite if and only if R is 
a finite direct sum of fields. 
Throughout 0 means OR. The basic facts about homomorphisms on 
progenerator modules that we use can be found in [3] or [S]. 
I 
THEOREM 1. (1) The assignment R + A!(R) determines an additive 
covariant ,functor from the category of’ commutative rings (and ring 
homomorphisms) to the category of commutative monoids (and monoid 
homomorphisms). 
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(2) If I is an ideal in R then the induced homomorphism A’(R) + 
j &‘( R/I) is an epimorphism. 
(3) If S is a multiplicative subset ?f R then the induced homomorphism 
. .&f(R) --+ -k’(S ‘R) is an epimorphism. 
Proof: (1) The proof of (I) consists of a long string of routine 
arguments which we only outline. Homotopy is clearly a reflexive, sym- 
metric relation on the class of homomorphisms on R-progenerators. One 
can check that this relation is transitive and that the homotopy classes 
form a set denoted .4!(R). One can also check that homotopy is a 
congruence with respect to the binary operation 0 on homomorphisms 
of progenerator modules, so @ induces a well-defined multiplication on 
.K(R). This multiplication is associative and commutative. The zero map 
on R, Q,, represents the O-element with respect to this multiplication and 
the identity map on R, I R, represents the identity element 1 E A(R). Thus, 
,4’(R) is a commutative monoid with 0. If p: R --f S is a homomorphism of 
commutative rings then S is an R-algebra. Iffi A4 + N is a homomorphism 
of R-progenerators then 1 @fi S@ M + S@ N is a homomorphism of 
S-progenerators. The assignment 1 ,f ( + 11 of 1 of homotopy classes is 
easily checked to be a homomorphism .4’(p): .4’(R) 4 A’(S). It follows 
that _ N( - ) is a covariant functor from the category of commutative rings 
to the category of commutative monoids. One can check that &!( -) 
distributes over direct sums directly from the definitions. 
(2) Let 1 ,f I E ~,4[( R/I). Assume first that .f: (R/Z)” + (R/I)“. Then the 
action off is determined by a matrix with entries in R/Z. Let g: R” -+ R” be 
a homomorphism whose action is determined by a matrix over R whose 
entries are lifted from the matrix off: Then 1.f ( is the image of lgl under 
the natural map I W( R) + .&‘( R/Z). The proof of part (2) is completed in the 
next lemma. 
(3) Let I,fI E.&(S ‘R) and assume first thatf: (S -‘R)“+ (S ‘R)“. 
Multiplication by an element in S does not change the homotopy class of j’ 
so we can assume each entry in the matrix off is of the form r,,/l for rliE R. 
If g: R” --t R” is the homomorphism determined by the matrix (r,,) then 1 ,f I 
is the image of lgl under the natural map A’(R) + .4!(SP ‘R). The proof of 
(3) is completed in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let 1.f I E.&(R). There is a positive integer n and 
g~End.(R”) so that 1.f I = lgl. 
Prooj: We use throughout this paper the result of H. Bass 
(Corollary 16.2 of [ 1 I): If M is an R-progenerator there is an 
R-progenerator N with M@ N a free R-module. 
Let f: M + N and use Bass’ result to find R-progenerators P and Q such 
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that MOP and N 0 Q are free R-moduies. Since P and Q are 
R-generators, for some m, n there are projections 
P”&R-0 
Q”+R-0 
I 
with i the splitting map of q. Therefore, kc: ptt + Qm is image split. Also, 
MO P” and NO Q’” are free. Find free R-modules F, G of positive rank 
such that Rank(M@P”@ F) = Rank(N@Q”@G). Let 11: F+ G be any 
image split homomorphism and let g =f@ ix 0 p. Since in 0 p is image 
split, If‘1 = Id. 
The next result lists a number of additional facts about possible 
representatives of a homotopy class in A!(R). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let I .f ) and ) g/ he elements qf A’( R). 
(1) If 0: K + L is the zero map on R-progenerators K, L then 
P@.fl= ISI. 
(2) 1.f I = IO,1 if and only $.f is the zero homomorphism. 
(3) If f 0 g is image split then both f and g are image split. 
(4) 1 f 1 = 11 RI if and o& iff is image split. 
(5) Ij” a, bc R and I,, 1,~ End,(R) are kft multiplication by a, b, 
respectively, then If,,) = It,\ if and only if (a) = (b) (the ideats generated by a 
and b are equal). 
(6) 0" Image(f) is an R-progenerator then If I = If (, where 
f: R” -+ R”’ is a monomorphism. 
(7) ~P~Spec(R)IIlOfl=llOgl in A(R,)} is an open subset of 
Spec( R). 
(8) If {UjljEJ) IS an open cover of Spec(R) then f is image split if 
and only iff ( U,) is image split for every j. 
(9) If R is a /oral ring and f: R” + R m is image split then there is a 
basis choice .for R” and R”’ with respect to which the matrix of .f is 
diag( 1, 1, . . . . 1, 0, . . . . 0). 
ProoJ (1) Letf:M-+N and let O@f:K@M-+N by O@f(k,m)= 
f(m). First prove If I = 100 f 1. It is easy to see that if I .f I = lgl then 
l0B.f I = 100 gl. By Lemma 2 we can assume .f: R” + R”. Let 7c be the 
projection of R” on the first summand. Then rt is image split. It is routine 
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to check that the following diagram with obvious maps and vertical arrows 
isomorphisms commutes: 
K” 0 (ker n)” 0 R” 
1 
(K@ ker 7~)” 0 R” 
1 
(R@K@ker7r)@Rfl 001 
In the diagram, G: R @ K@ ker rr + R is projection on the first summand 
and ((~Of)(~Oy)=a(x)f(y). Since G and 7c are image split, lO@fl = 
If 1. With obvious notation, one can now check that 1 f / = lO@f’l, where 
Oaf: M + L@ N by following the argument above with the vertical chain 
of isomorphisms on the right this time. The first part of the proposition 
follows by combining these two results. 
(2) Supposef: M --) N and Image(f) = (0). By the proof of Lemma 2 
we can assume ,f: R” -+ R” and Image(f) = (0). Then f = 0, @ 1 R” so I ,f I = 
(0,I. Conversely, suppose we are given the commuting diagram 
with h and k image split homomorphisms and II/, 4 isomorphisms. Then 
Image(f@h) = Image(f)@ Image(h) =0 since h is image split and thus 
Image(h) is an R-progenerator. Also, by Bass’ result there is an 
R-progenerator Q such that Image(h) @ Q is R-free of rank m (say). Thus, 
Image(,f) @ R”’ z (Image f)(“” = (0) so Image(f) = 0 andfis the zero map. 
(3) Let .f: M -+ N and g: P -+ Q represent classes in .&t!(R) and 
assume f@ g is image split. By Bass’ result there is an R-progenerator S 
such that Image(f@ g) @ S is free over R. Replace g: P -+ Q by g@ 1: 
PO S -+ Q @ S and assume Image(f @ g) is a free direct summand of 
NOQ. We show f is image split. Since Image(f@ g) is free of positive 
rank, there exists c1= x, f(m,) @g( p,), which is unimodular. That is, Rcr is 
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a direct summand of Image(f@ g). Therefore, we have R-homomorphisms 
i:R-+N@Q and rN@Q-+R, where i(l)=cc and 7c(a)=l. These 
homomorphisms induce l@i: N+N@N@Q and l@rr: N@N@Q+N, 
where (1 0 i)(n) = n @a and (lo~)(n,On,Oq)=n,~r(n,Oq). Let 
$: N@Q-+Q@N by $(n@q)=q@n. This gives 
with (1 @rc$)(l @tji)= 1,. Since f@ g is image split, Image(f@ g) is a 
direct summand of N@ Q; hence, there is a projection c E End,( NO Q) 
with Imagea=Tmage(f@g). Let t:N+ N by s=(l @KI+!~‘)(~J@ l)(l @$i). 
We check that T is a projection of N on Imagef: Let .YE N, 
Now 0 is a projection of NOQ on Image(fOg) SO Iet a(xO g(p,))= 
C,f(x,,)O g(y,,). Then 
T(x)=(l @n$) 
( 
Cf(xi,)@g(Y,,)Of(m,) 
1-i ! 
= C ftxij) df(m,) 0 g(y,)) E Image(f). 
i.i 
Now check that z is the identity on Image(f): 
=(1ow’)(~o1) fW@~g(p,)@f(m,) ( / > 
=(1OW’)(f(x)O~(a)) 
=f(xl 
Thus, Image f is a direct summand of N. Since Ann,(Image f) E 
Ann,(Image(f 0 g)) = (0), Image f is a faithful R-module so f is image 
split. A symmetric argument gives that g is image split. 
(4) If f is image split then 11 R@ f 1 = 11 RI by the definition of the 
congruence defining A(R). Conversely, suppose 1 f I = 11 RI in d(R). There 
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are image split homomorphisms h: A -+ B and k: C-+ D and R 
isomorphisms 4 and tj making the diagram 
M@A ANOB 
4 
I I 
IL 
R@C ,,;-i-tROD 
commute. Thus, f 0 h is image split, so by (3) above f is image split. 
(5) If a, h generate the same ideal in R then a = uh for u a unit in R 
and it is easy to check that I,, is equivalent to 1, so I/,( = 11,1. Conversely, 
suppose we are given the commuting diagram 
4 
I I 
IL 
R@C vRQD 
where h, k are image split and 4, $ are isomorphisms. In Hom.( A, B), 
ah = h($ ‘kd). Since h is image split, Image(h) is an R-generator and there 
exists h,, . . . . h,?, E Image(h), f,, .., .f, E Hom,(B, R) such that x, f;(hi) = 1. 
Let h, = Mu,), 1 <i<m. Then 0 = Cifdabi) = Xt.fAah(ut)) = 
C, .fLW ‘kd(a,)) = KE, fi($ ‘k4(aj))). Thus, a E (h). BY symmetry 
(0) = (h). 
(6) Let ,f: M + N and assume Image f is an R-progenerator. The 
sequence 
O- K2 MA Imagef- 0 
(where K is the kernel off and i is the inclusion) is split exact. Thus, A4 = 
K@ U, where U r Image j The restriction f* off to U represents a class in 
A’(R) since U is an R-progenerator. By (3) above, ) f / = 1 f*l. By Bass’ 
result there is an R-progenerator V’ with U 0 V free. Find an 
R-progenerator W so that (N @ V) @ W is free. Then f= f* 0 1: U 0 V + 
U 0 V@ W is a monomorphism of free R-modules and / f ( = 1 f* I = / f /. 
(7) Let f: A4 + N and g: T -+ Q represent elements in &f(R). Let 
P E Spec(R) and assume 11 @f I = 110 gl in A( Rp). Then there is a 
commuting diagram 
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where h, k are image split RP-homomorphisms and 4, Ic/ are R, 
isomorphisms. Since all projective R,-modules are free, the data given in 
the diagram can be described by matrices over R,. This data can therefore 
be lifted to a neighborhood of P in Spec(R). 
(8) Letf: A4 + N and let M( U,) = MOR O,( U,) (we are thinking of R 
asaringedspace).Then1’(U,)=fO1:MO.G,(U,)-,NO.O,(Ui). Iffis 
image split then f( U,) is image split. To check the converse, write each U, 
as a union of basic open sets D(a), CLE R. Then h(D(cw)) is image split for 
each cx and we can assume each U, is open and affine. Since the set of a’s 
generates the unit ideal, there are x,, . . . . c(, such that {D(u;)} cover 
Spec( R). Let Mj = M,,, Ni = N,,, Rj = R,, I, = Image f,, = (Image f),,. 
Since each f. is image split, we have projections rc,: N, --* Z,. There are 
natural maps pi: End,(N) --) End,(N) @ Ri and for some n, > 0 there is an 
h, E End.(N) so that $?ci = p;(h,). Consider the commutative diagram 
with natural horizontal maps. 
Since nihi= a?~, it follows that Image vi/z, c Image xi= I,. Let N be 
generated by {n, , . . . . nk }. Since nih,(n,) E I, = Image fi, = (Image .f),, = I,, 
there exists mje P& such that ccyh,(n,) E I for each j, 1 < j < k. Let m = 
maxjm,}, then !~yh,(n,) E Z for each j. In the diagram above replace hi by 
r;‘h, and n, by n, + m. Then the diagram still commutes and h,(N) c Z. 
If h E Z then since rr, is the identity on I,, q,hi(h) = $?c,(v],(b)) = c$‘~Z,(h). 
Therefore, for each h E I there exists an integer e such that cc;h,(h) = a; + “h 
in N. Since Z = Image f is a finitely generated R-module, Z = Rb, + . . . + 
Rb,,. For each generator b, choose an exponent e, so that a,‘h,(b,) = a;‘+ qbj. 
Let 8, = r:’ + +“a, then fl,h,(h,)= /?,ayb, for each j. Replace hi with fiihl 
and n, with e, + . . . + e, + ni. For every b E Z, h,(b) = a:b. Since R = Ra, + 
. + RN, if and only if R = RcY?’ + . . . + RayI, we can write 1 =x r,ayl and 
define x E End,(N) by rr = C r;h,. It is clear that Image n c I. Let b E Z, then 
n(b) = C r,h,(b) = C r,ay,h = b. Thus, Z = Image fis a direct summand of N. 
If rEAnn,(Z) then for each i, q,(r)e Ann,,(Zi) = (0). Thus, r=O by the 
Sheaf property [4]. 
(9) A commutative ring R is called projectively triuiul if each idem- 
potent matrix over R is diagonalizable under a similarity transformation 
[S, p. 3281. Examples of projectively trivial rings are Bezout domains, 
semilocal rings, rings with many units, and k[x,, . . . . x,,] for k a field. If R is 
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connected and projectively trivial, then all finitely generated and projective 
R-modules are free. If R is projectively trivial and A is an idempotent 
matrix, then there exists an invertible matrix Q with QAQ-’ = 
diag[e,, . . . . e,,], where the e,‘s are idempotents and e, divides e,, , for 
i = 1, . . . . n - 1. Thus (9) follows from the following more general statement. 
Let R be projectively trivial and f: R’“” + R’“’ an image split 
homomorphism. For an appropriate choice of bases, the matrix off is 
equal to diag[e,, . . . . e,,], where the e,‘s are idempotents, e, = 1, and e, 
divides e, + , for i= 1, . . . . n - 1. 
Proqf Because e, divides e,, ,, the content of diag[e,, ,.., e,,] is the 
principal ideal Re, and if f is image split this must be the unit ideal, hence 
P, = 1. First we prove the theorem assuming m = n. Since ,f is image split, 
Imagef is a faithful R-direct summand of R’“‘. Let p: R’“) + R’“), p’ = p, 
and im(p) = im(f). Since R is projectively trivial there exists an 
isomorphism $ of R’“’ such that with respect to the standard bases of R’“‘, 
matrix($p$ i) = diag[d,, . . . . d,,], where the d,‘s are idempotents and d, 
divides d, + , for i = 1, . . . . n - 1. Thus im(,f) r im($p$ ‘) z Rd, @ . . @ 
Rd,,. Since Image f is projective we can write R’“’ = ker(,f) @ P, where P 2 
Image f1 Let n: R’“’ -+ R’“’ such that 7~’ = n and im(n) = P. Again since R is 
projectively trivial for some isomorphism 4 we have matrix(@$ -I) = 
diag[e,, . . . . e,,], where the e,‘s are idempotents, and e, divides e,, , for 
i=l,...,n-1. Also P~Imagef~Image(&r&‘)~Re,@ . ..@Re.,. The 
isomorphism P E Image ,f induces 
Rr,@ ... @Re,,zRd,@ ‘.. @Rd,,. (*I 
Now we show that e, = d, for i = 1, . . . . n. Since Re, is a flat R-module, Re,@ 
Re,, z Re,e,, = Re,,. Suppose for sake of argument that for some j, d, does 
not divide e,,. Choose the smallest such j. Then tensoring both sides of (*) 
over R with Rr,, yields 
Re,,@ ... @Re,,gRRe,,@ ... @Re,,@Rd,e,,@ ... @Rd,,e,,. (**) 
Tensoring both sides of (**) with R/Rd, yields 
((R/Rd,) e,,)‘“‘~ (((R/Rd,) e,,)“mm ‘I. 
We conclude that d,,e,, = e,, and by symmetry d,,e,, = d,,, hence e,, = d,,. 
Assume inductively that for some 1 < k<n, ek+, =dk+ ,, . . . . e,,=d,,. We 
will show that Pi. = d,. Suppose that dke, # ek. As before we find j such that 
Re,@ ... @Re,@Re,+,@ ... QRe,, 
z ReI, @ . Q Rd,e, Q . . . @ Rd, ek @ RcA + , @ . @ Re,, 
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Tensoring with R/Rd, gives 
((RIRd,) e,)‘k’~ ((R/Rd,) ek)(/- I’, 
which is impossible unless d,e, = ek. By induction, this shows e, = di 
for i = 1, . . . . n. Let g = $fb- ‘. Then g is image split and we write 
R’“’ = Image(g) @ Q, R’“’ = ker(g) @ T, where T E Image g. But 
T = Image(&&‘) = Image(diag[e,, . . . . e,,]) = Image[d,, . . . . d,,] = 
Image($p$ ‘) = image g. Consequently, ker( g) z Q. Define 7: R(“) = 
Imageg@Q+R’“‘=T@ker(g) to be g-‘:Imageg+T added to 
the isomorphism Q E ker( g). Then matrix( sg) = matrix( 7$f;b - ’ ) = 
diag[e,, . . . . e,]. Now, if m #n we have to make minor modifications to the 
above proof. The changes are in the definition of the map 7. If m <n, then 
define r:R’“‘=Imageg@Q+R’“‘~T@ker(g)@R’”~”” by adding g-’ 
to the isomorphism Q E ker( g)/R ‘m+“‘. If m > n, then define 7: R” = 
Image g @ Q + R” z TO (ker( g)/R” -‘I) by adding g ’ to the isomorphism 
Q r ker( g)/R”‘~ “. The latter isomorphism exists since ker( g) E Q @ R’“’ )11. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3. 
Remark. In Proposition 3(6) we gave a sufficient condition that a class 
in M(R) be represented by a monomorphism. In fact, every nonzero class 
in A(R) has a representative which is a monomorphism if and only if R is 
a Priifer domain. To verify this observation, begin by assuming R is a 
Priifer domain. Then every nonzero j A4 + N for R-progenerators M, N 
has the property that Image f is an R-progenerator, so the implication is a 
consequence of Proposition 3(6). Conversely, assume J A4 + N is 
homotopic to g: P + Q and g is a monomorphism. We have the usual 
commuting diagram 
M@A ‘Oh, NOB 
Since Image g 2 P is a progenerator and Image h, Image k are 
progenerators, it follows that Imagef@ Image h is a progenerator. This 
implies Image f is a progenerator. Therefore, R is semihereditary. Suppose 
x E R is a nonzero divisor of 0. Then I.,: R + R and one can check that no 
representative of Il.,1 is a monomorphism. Thus, R is a semihereditary 
domain, or a Priifer domain. 
The last result of this section gives information about the structure of 
J@(R). 
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THEOREM 4. (1) The only unit in A’(R) is / 1 R(. 
(2) J(R) has a nonzero divisor of 0 if and only if R has a nonzero 
divisor of 0. 
(3) A’(R) has a nonzero nilpotent element if and only if R has a non- 
zero nilpotent element. 
(4) If‘the on1.y idempotents in R are 0 and 1 then the only idempotents 
in A’(R) are 0 and 1. 
Proof1 (1) Assume ) f 1 I gl = / 1 Rl in JZ( R). Then f 0 g is image split 
by Proposition 3(4). By Proposition 3(3) this implies that bothf and g are 
imagesplit so Ifl=IIRl and Jg(=ll,l. 
(2) Let S be the set of zero divisors of R. Define a semigroup 
homomorphism i: S + A’(R) by [(x) = I/,\. The image of i is contained in 
the subsemigroup of zero divisors of ./l(R). By Proposition 3(5), 11,l = l/F1 
if and only if (x) = (y), so if S contains a nonzero element, image [ con- 
tains a nonzero element. Conversely, suppose /f I . lgl = IOR1 in <k’(R). By 
Lemma 2 we can assume that A g are given by a matrix transformation. By 
Proposition 3(2) we have ,f 0 g = 0. If f, g are nonzero, then for any non- 
zero entry x in f, xg # 0 so R has a nontrivial zero divisor. 
(3) If x E R with X” = 0 then )/,I E A’(R) and 11,l” = I/,,[ = IOJ, so the 
existence of a nilpotent element in R implies the existence of a nilpotent 
element in A’(R). Conversely, let ) f I E A’(R) with 1 f In = \O,l. Assume f is 
given by a matrix transformation and ,f # 0. Let (f) denote the ideal in R 
generated by the entries in f1 Since f @ .. . of is the zero matrix, (f) is a 
nilpotent ideal. Thus, R contains a nonzero nilpotent element. 
(4) First assume R is a local Noetherian ring. Let m be the maximal 
ideal of R. Since R is Noetherian, by the Krull intersection theorem, 
n,, M” = (0). Let le12 = /el E .&V(R) be a nonzero idempotent. By Lemma 2 
we can assume r E End,(R”). 
Let A be the matrix of e with respect to the standard basis. If A contains 
an invertible element use elementary row and column operations to move 
this element to the (1, 1) entry and then use elementary row and column 
operations to put A in the form 
After a finite number of steps we can assume e is a matrix transformation 
of the form 
48 I I ,3/2-Y 
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(i) CM or (ii) [-cl 0 M’ 
where Z is an identity matrix and A4 is a matrix with entries in PK Suppose 
P has the form in (i). Let k be the smallest positive integer such that some 
entry of e is not in *n k +I Thus all the entries of M are in m” but not all 
entries are in M k+’ Such ‘a k exists since A4 # 0 and n M” = (0). Then r 0 e 
is a matrix over m*l’, so if 6: A(R) -+J?(R/~‘~) is the natural 
homomorphism then 6( lel) # 0 but 6( lel*) = 0. Thus, e is not of type (i). 
Suppose e = Z, @ M as in (ii), where r > 0. If M = (0) then e is split and 
lel = / 1 RJ. If M # (0) let k be the smallest positive integer such that some 
entry of M is not in EJZ~+ ‘. Note e@e=(Z,@M)@(Z,@M)=(Z,@Z,)@ 
(Z,OM)O(MOZ,)O(MOM).Let~:~(R)-t.~(R/~”+’)bethenatural 
map. Then $ (e @ e( = $ 110 MO MI. Reduce everything mod ,mk + ‘, then 
over R/mk + ’ there are image split homomorphisms I, @ 0 and I, @ 0 and 
invertible matrices $, 4 such that 
$[(~roM)O(I,OO)l = C(I,OMOM)O(z,00)1 d. 
Image split homomorphisms have the form I, 00 by Proposition 3(9). 
Thus, $ [I,, @ M”’ @ 0] = [I,, @ M(*” @ 0] I$, where exponents indicate 
direct sums. Since the ranks of both sides agree (mod H), s = t. Reduce the 
entries in $, I,,, M”‘, MC*” mod mk, and set I= I,,, M = IV’“‘. Then 
Image Z@ Image A4 E Image Z@ Image MO Image M. Tensor both sides 
by R/s-r and count ranks. It follows that M= (0) so each element of A4 is in 
/)fk + ‘. This contradicts the definition of k and verifies the result when R is 
Noetherian local. Now assume R is Noetherian. If P E Spec(R) then 
11 @el = 101 or 11 @sl = 1 in .M(R,,). Let U,,= (PESpec(R)) 11 @el -0 in 
.htC(R,)} and let U,= {P~Spec(R)Ijl@el=l in .t%‘(R,,)}. Then 
Spec(R) = U. u U, and, by Proposition 3(7), U, and U, are open. By 
hypothesis, Spec R is connected so ZJ,, = Spec R or U, = Spec R. If U,, = 
Spec(R) then 11 @el = 101 in .M(R,) for all P~spec(R). Thus, R,,@ 
Image e = 0 for all P E Spec( R) so e = 0. If U, = Spec( R) then I 1 @ el = ( 1 ,+I 
for al1 P E Spec( R) so 1 @e is image split on an open cover of Spec( R) by 
Proposition 3(7). By Proposition 3(S) it follows that e is image split so 
lel = ) I J. To complete the proof of the theorem it suffices to observe that 
in the general case the hypothesis descends to a Noetherian subring R,, of 
R. That is, Iej is the image of an idempotent le,,[ in A!(R,) for a 
Noetherian subring R, of R. We have seen that le,l is 0 or 1 in .U(R,) so 
/el is 0 or 1 in A’(R). 
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Throughout this section, unless explicitly stated otherwise, R will denote 
a Dedekind domain and Max(R) the set of nonzero prime ideals in R. For 
each PE Max(R) let xp be an indeterminate. The set of polynomials in the 
indeterminates { xp / P E Max(R)} with nonnegative integer coefficients is a 
monoid under multiplication and is denoted N[X]. 
If U(X~)E N[xp] then a(~,,) is primitive if the greatest common divisor 
of the coefficients of a is 1. Let P’N[X] be the submonoid of N [X] 
consisting of those elements which are products of primitive polynomials 
from the various N[xp] together with 0. 
THEOREM 5. If R is a Dedekind domain then A’(R) z IF’N [Xl. 
In order to define the isomorphism in Theorem 5 we need to be able to 
find a good representative for each class in J%!(R) and then decide when 
two such representatives are homotopic (represent the same class). If .4’ is 
a cancellation monoid with 0 let &Z* denote the monoid of nonzero 
elements of A. 
LEMMA 6. (1) Let IfI E&*(R). There exists g such that /f I = IgI and 
coker(g) is a torsion R-module. 
(2) Let If 1, lgl E A(R) with cokerf, coker g torsion R-modules. u 
f:M+N and g:P+Q then 1 f I = lgl if and only if there exist 
R-progenerutors K,L such that N@KrQ@L and cokerf@Kg 
coker g@ L. 
Prooj: ( 1) By Lemma 2 we can assume f: R” -+ R” for some n > 0. By 
Theorem 1.2 of [6] either (i) cokerf?(( R/L,)@H@R” or (ii) 
coker f z @ R/L,, where L, are integral R-ideals, H is a fractional R-ideal, 
and m 3 0. Let T= @ R/L, and F= R(“‘). In case (i) we have H @ F is 
torsion free so the exact sequence 
has a partial splitting i: H @ F+ R”. Thus, R” 2 S@ H’ @ F’ for sub- 
modules HE H’ and Fz F’, and Image f c S. Define g: R” -+ S by 
composing f with the projection onto S. Then coker gg T and IgJ = 
( g 0 01 = ) ,f I by Proposition 3( 1). 
(2) Assume M--+“N+ T-+0 and P+KQ+S-+O are exact with T 
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and S torsion R-modules. Assume ) f 1 = 1 g/, then there are split 
homomorphisms h: A + B and k: C-+ D such that the diagram 
MQA ‘@h, NQB - coker(fQ h) F 0 
4 
I 
* 
I 
0 
I 
PQC -QGF+QQD ---+ coker(gQk)B 0 
commutes, where the vertical maps are isomorphisms. Let B= 
Image h @ B’ and D = Image k 0 D’, then 
coker(fQ h) = fm~~~~~~~gf~ r (coker f Q Image h) @ (N Q B’). 
Similarly, coker( g Q k) E (coker g Q Image h) @ (Q Q D’). Now N Q B’ and 
QQ D’ are either 0 or torsion free and 8 induces an isomorphism on 
torsion submodules so coker fQ Image h z coker g Q Image k since by the 
hypothesis these modules are both torsion. We have (NQImage h)@ 
(N Q B’) 2 (Q Q Image k) @ (Q Q D’) by $. Since R is a Dedekind domain 
we can cancel to get NQ Image h E Q Q Image k. Let K = Image h and L = 
Image k, then NQ K z Q Q L and coker fQ K % coker g Q L. Conversely, 
assume R-progenerators exist satisfying the conditions in (2). Let h be the 
identity map on K and k the identity map on L. Then coker(fQh) = 
coker f Q K 2 coker g Q L = coker( g Q k). Find R-progenerators T, , T2, T, 
such that NQKQT,zQQLQT,rR” and T,Q(MQKQT,)rT,Q 
(PQLQT,)rR”. Then (nQfQhQ1): R”‘+R” and (zQgQkQ1): 
R” 4 R” with coker(z QfQ h Q 1) 2 coker(z Q g Q k Q 1). By a theorem 
of Krull (1.3 of [6]) there is an R-isomorphism $: R” + R” such that 
@(Image f Q h Q 1) = Image( g Q k Q 1). Simplifying notation, we are given 
the diagram 
MQA ‘@‘, NQB 
i 
ti 
PQC =QQD 
with $(Image(fQ h)) = Image(g Q k), where A replaces T2 Q KQ T, , 
B replaces T, Q K, C replaces T,Q LQ T,, and D replaces T, Q L and 
h, k are image split. Since R is a Dedekind domain, Image(fQh) 
and Image(gQ k) are projective R-modules so ker(fQ h) and ker(gQ k) 
are direct summands. Write M Q A g ker(fQh) @ U and P Q C 2 
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ker( g @ k) @ V. Find R-progenerators K, L such that K@ ker(f@ h) z L @ 
ker(g@k) by an isomorphism 4,. Let &: U-r V by &=(g@k)l;r.$. 
(f@h)lu. Set d=#,Od,. #:M@A+P@C is an R-isomorphism. 
Moreover, the diagram 
commutes. By Proposition 2( 1) together with the diagram we have 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
Now we can give a description of A(R) in terms of the ideals of R. Con- 
sider the set To = {(M, R”) I M is an R-submodule of R”, m B 1, and R”‘/M 
is a torsion R-module}. Define a binary operation on To by (AI, R”) 
(N,R”)=(M@N, R”@R”). For (M, R”)and(N,R”)in T,say(M,R”)% 
(IV, R”) in case n = m and there exists an R-isomorphism 0: R” -+ R” so that 
4(M) = N. Let T be the set of equivalence classes of To under z:, then the 
product on To induces a multiplication on T which turns T into a com- 
mutative semigroup. Define a semigroup homomorphism 4: T + J*(R) by 
setting &M, R”) equal to the homotopy class containing the inclusion map 
i: M-+ R”. By Lemma 6(2), &M, R”) = &IV, R”) if and only if there are 
R-progenerators K, L such that R” 0 Kg R” 0 L and (R”/M) @ K z 
(R”/N)@ L. The relation (44, R”) w (IV, R”) if and only if &A4, R”) = 
d(N, R”) defines a congruence on T. Let F(R) be the quotient monoid of T 
by this congruence. Then F(R) is a commutative monoid with identity the 
class containing (R, R). Let @: 3(R) + A*(R) be the monomorphism 
induced by I$. 
PROPOSITION 7. @: F(R) + At’*(R) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Because of the discussion preceding Proposition 7 we only need 
to check that @ is onto. Let If I E A*(R). By Lemma 6( 1) there is g: P + Q 
such that If ( = Jgl and coker g is torsion. Since ker g is a direct summand 
of P, we can assume g is a monomorphism by Proposition 3( 1). Let Q be 
an R-progenerator with Q @ Q’ = R”. Then I g( = I g @ 11, where g @ 1: 
P 0 Q’ + Q @ Q’ = R” and coker( g @ 1) = coker g @ Q’ is torsion. Let A4 = 
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Image( g 0 1 ), then M is an R-progenerator since g # 0. If i: A4 -+ R” is the 
inclusion map, the diagram 
commutes with vertical maps isomorphisms so Ii1 = (g@ 1) = If 1. Thus 
I,fl = @ [(M, ,“)I and Q, is onto. 
COROLLARY 8. Let R he a Dedekind domain. Then every nonzero class in 
A(R) contains a matrix transformation of the,form 
where $1, = a, R + hiR is the ideal generated by aj, h, then I, 2 I2 3 . 1 I,,, . 
The class I gl correspo& to ( 0 I,, R”) under @. 
Proof By the Separated Divisor Theorem (( 1.2) of [6]), for each 
element l(M, R”)l in 5(R) there is an equivalent representative 
(@~=,I,,R”‘), whereI,x12 1 . . 3 I,,, are ideals of R. Let I, = aiR + biR 
for some ai, b, E R (each ideal in a Dedekind domain is generated by 
2-elements). The matrix transformation g: R2” + R” given in the corollary 
has image @;=, 1,. By Lemma6(2), lgl = Ii/, where i: M-R” is the 
inclusion. By Proposition 7, each element If I E A’(R)* is equivalent to 
i: M + R” for some I (M, R”)j E F(R). This verifies Corollary 8. 
If Pit(R) contains an element of order r, then L. Levy showed in [6] 
that, up to equivalence, there is an indecomposable exe nonsingular 
matrix. If Pit(R) has an element of infinite order then there exist arbitrarily 
large indecomposable matrices over R. Thus homotopy induces a coarser 
partition on homomorphisms than the usual notion of equivalence. 
Following L. Levy [6], define the separated divisors of a finite set 
: L, 3 ..., L,} of ideals of R as follows. For an integral ideal L = PI’ . . . P: 
with Pi distinct maximal ideals, set Div{L} = {P;‘, . . . . Py}. Then 
Div{ L,, . . . . L,} is the collection, counting multiplicities, of all the separated 
divisors Py of the individual ideals Li. Also, let r . Div(L,}y, , be the set in 
which each element of Div (L, };= , is repeated r times, r 3 1. Let N [X] be 
the multiplicative monoid of polynomials with coelIicients in N in the 
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indeterminates {xP( PE Max(R)}. Define a monoid epimorphism 
p: N [,U] -+ Y(R) u (0) by the following procedure: p(x:, . . x:~) = (Z, R), 
where I= Pf’ ... P:;“. For any n E N, p(nx’;,‘, . .x2,,) = (I”, R”). If m is a con- 
stant polynomial then p(m) = (R”‘, R”) if m 3 1 and p(O) = 0. Extend p to 
arbitrary sums of monomials by taking direct sums. One can check that p 
is a homomorphism of monoids. For a polynomial 0 #a~ N[X] define 
Rank(u) to be the sum of the coefficients of a. If QE N + let Div{a} be the 
empty set. If a = mx>, .x2” is a monomial let Div { u} = (cl, . . . . P‘;I, 
P;z, . . . . . . . . P:;“, . . . . Pz}, where each PF is repeated m times. If a = C, a, is a 
sum of monomials let Div{u} be the disjoint union of Div{ a,} for all j. If 
YEi%+ let r. Div(u} = Div{ru}. Let a, h E NC.%]. If there exist positive 
integers r, s such that r Rank(u) = s Rank(h) and r Div{ u} = s Divjh 1, say 
u is homotopic to h and write u - h. 
PROPOSITION 9. Homotopy is a congruence on N[.f] and p induces an 
isomorphism p: N [Xl/ - -+ A’(R). 
ProojY p: N [?c] -+ Y(R) u {0} is an epimorphism by Corollary 8. Let 
p*: N[.?] --f M(R) by p*(u) = @p(u) if a # 0 and p*(O) = 0. Then p* is an 
epimorphism and p*(u)=p*(b) if and only if p(u)=p(h). To show 
p(a) = p(h) if and only if u-h it suffices to show that for elements 
I(@;‘=, Z,, R”‘)I and I(@;=, J,, R”)I in F(R) (with Z,<R, Ji<R) we have 
I( @y=, I,, R”‘)I = I( @y=, Jj, R”)( if and only if there exist positive integers 
r and s such that rm=sn and r.Div{Z,)~=,=s.Div{J,}:=,. Let K and L 
be R-progenerators and write Kg R’- ’ @ F, L ? R” ~ ’ @ G for ideals F, G 
in R. Then (@:I=, R/Z,)@Kz(@;!=, R/J,)@L if and only if 
@y= , (R/Z,)’ 2 @ ;= , (R/J,)‘ since F, G are free modulo a nonzero ideal of 
R. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem ( 18.19 of [2]), the KrulllSchmidt 
Theorem (14.5 of [Z]), and Lemma 6(2), we have p(u) = p(h) if and only if 
u - h. Thus - is a congruence on N[X] and the induced homomorphism 
p: N[cs]/- + . H(R) is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 10. Let R he u Dedekind domain. The natural map 
.4!*(R) --f @PEMaxCR, A’*(Rp) is an isomorphism (where A’*(R) is the 
monoid of nonzero elements of R). 
Proof The diagram of monoids 
(f+JCW- )* - A’*(R) 
0 (~Cxrll- )* - 0 cM*(Rp) 
Pt Max(K) Pt Max(Kl 
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commutes when the horizontal maps are induced by the map in 
Proposition 9, the map t3 is natural, and $(lal) has projection in 
(N [xp]/- )* obtained by setting all the indeterminates in a(2) except xp 
to 1. Let this projection be denoted lapI, where up E N [xp]* is the 
corresponding polynomial. If Ial = Jhl in (N [Xl/-)* then lapI = lbpl = 1 
for each P such that xp divides no monomial in a(..?). If x; divides a 
monomial t, in a(.?) but x;+ ’ does not divide ti, then the coefficient cli of x; 
in up is the sum of the coefficients of all such t,. Since r Div{u} = s Div{h} 
for some positive integers r, s we have rap = sh,. This shows that $ is well 
defined. The horizontal maps are isomorphisms and the diagram com- 
mutes, so to show that 0 is an isomorphism it suffices to show that $ is an 
isomorphism. Let ia,1 E (N[xp]/- )* for each PE Max(R) with up= 1 for 
all but finitely many P. Let b=n,u,. Then IbJ E (N[x]/-)* and 
h, = rPuP for some positive integer rp. Thus, lbpl = lapI for all PE Max(R) 
and II/ is a surjection. Let a, hi N[X]* and assume (upI = lh,l for all 
PE Max(R). Let F= {PE Max(R) 1 lapI # 11 I}. For each PE F there exist 
positive integers rp, sp so that r,u,= s,h,. In particular, rp Rank(u) = 
sp Rank(h) so rp/sp is a constant. Set s = nptF~p and r = (rp/sp) s. Then 
rap = sh, for each P E Max(R). Therefore, r Div{ u} = s Div{ h} and 
Ial = I4 
The characterization of J%‘(R) given in Theorem 5 is now easy to prove. 
By Corollary 10, .4*(R) 2 nPEMax,R) d*(Rp). By Proposition 9, for each 
PE Max(R), J%e(Rp) E N[x,,]/-. Since each class in N [x,1/~ is 0 or has 
;I 
unique primitive representative, N [x,1/- g PN [xp]. Therefore 
Ps Max(R) d*(Rp) = FL ivax(,zj PN Cxpl*. But FL rv,ax(,zj pk~ Cxpl* 2 
$N[X]* by the multiplication map. Thus, J&‘*(R) r nPEMaxcR) .&*(R,) 2 
rI Pt MaxcR) PN [xp]* r PN [xl* so A!(R) E PN [Xl. 
COROLLARY 11. Each class in J%‘(R) contains a matrix transformation of 
the ,form diag{ a,, . . . . a,,} if and only if R is a principal ideal domain. 
ProojI If R is a principal ideal domain and / f / E A(R), then f is 
equivalent to a diagonal matrix transformation by the Invariant Factor 
Theorem for matrices over a principal ideal domain. Conversely, since R is 
a Dedekind domain, it suffices to show that each maximal ideal I of R is 
principal. Suppose the inclusion i: Z-t R is homotopic to g = 
diag{a,, . . . . a,}. Let Z, = (a,) = P;li,, . . . P$m, where P, are distinct prime ideals 
of R, e,,k 2 0 for each k, and P, = I. Under the isomorphism A!(R) r 
p(N[X]) in Theorem 5 we have Ii1 -+ Ixp,l and lgl + lx:=, x~;~..x~zI. 
Since lgl = Ii1 we have I(Cy=, x~;...x’;;)~/ = 111 if P#P, so ei,k=O for 
k>O. Also, e,,O= 1 so I= PO = (a,) is principal. 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 5 that A!*(R) is a cancellation 
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monoid when R is a Dedekind domain. Is A’*(R) a cancellation monoid 
for any integral domain R? 
EXAMPLE. If R is a local principal ideal domain with maximal ideal (p) 
then each element 1 f 1 E .M( R) has a representing matrix transformation 
diag{ 1, . . . . 1, p, . . . . p, . . . . p”, . . . . p”}. If Y, is the multiplicity of p’ then under 
the isomorphism of Theorem 5 we have 1 f 1 corresponds to IC;!=, r,xi(. 
Thus 4’(R) + JY( R/( p”)) is surjective and Jz’( R/( p”)) z P( N [x])/(x”). In 
particular, if F is a field then &k’(F) = { 0, 1 }. 
COROLLARY 12. Let R he any commutative ring. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
( 1) R is a ,finite direct sum qf fields. 
(2) .A!‘(R)~{O,l}‘“‘forsomen>l. 
(3) ./M(R) is,finite. 
Proof. If R = F, @ . . @ F,, with F, fields then d(R) = .A’( F,) @ . . @ 
.&‘(F,,)= (0, 1) x ... x (0, lj so 1 -+ 2. Assume A(R) is finite. By 
Lemma 3(5) for a, he R, (a) = (h) if and only if I/,1 = I/,1 in -N(R). Thus, R 
has only finitely many principal ideals. It follows that R has the descending 
chain condition on ideals. Thus, R is a finite direct sum of local rings with 
nilpotent maximal ideals [ 10, Theorem 3, p. 2051. Suppose S is one of the 
summands and S is not a field. Then S has a homomorphic image S with 
principal maximal ideal whose square is 0. In the discussion preceding the 
corollary we pointed out that 4’(s) z P’(N[x])/(x’), which is infinite. 
Since L ,4!( S) + .62(S) is a surjection, .4’(S) is infinite. Now J$!( - ) is 
additive so L H( R) is infinite. Thus, R is a finite direct sum of fields. 
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